In this paper, the impact of demosaicing on gradient extraction is studied and a gradient-based feature extraction pipeline based on raw Bayer pattern images is proposed. It is shown both theoretically and experimentally that the Bayer pattern images are applicable to the central difference gradientbased feature extraction algorithms without performance degradation, or even with superior performance in some cases. The color difference constancy assumption, which is widely used in various demosaicing algorithms, is applied in the proposed Bayer pattern image-based gradient extraction pipeline. Experimental results show that the gradients extracted from Bayer pattern images are robust enough to be used in histogram of oriented gradients (HOG)-based pedestrian detection algorithms and shiftinvariant feature transform (SIFT)-based matching algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computer vision studies how to extract useful information from digital images and videos to obtain high-level understandings. As an indispensable component, image sensors convert the outside world scene to digital images that consumed by computer vision algorithms. To produce color images, the information of three channels, i.e., red (R), green (G) and blue (B), are needed. There are two primary technology families used in todayâȂŹs color cameras: the mono-sensor technique and the three-sensor technique. Although three-sensor cameras are able to produce high-quality color images, their popularity is limited by the high manufacturing cost and large size [1] . As an alternative, the mono-sensor technique is employed in most of the digital color cameras and smartphones nowadays. In a mono-sensor color camera, images are captured with one sensor covered by a color filter array (CFA), e.g., the Bayer pattern [2] shown in Fig. 1(a) , such that only one out of three color components is captured by each pixel element. This single channel image is converted to a color image by interpolating the other two missing color components at each pixel. This process is referred to as demosaicing, which is a fundamental step in the traditional image signal processing (ISP) pipeline. Apart from the demosaicing step, other ISP stages are usually determined by the manufactures according to the application scenarios [3] .
Almost all the existing computer vision algorithms take images processed by the ISP pipeline as inputs. However, the existing ISP pipelines are designed for photography with a goal of generating high-quality images for human consumption. Although pleasing reproductions of the scenes can be produced, no additional information is put in by the ISP. Moreover, it has been shown that the ISP pipeline may introduce cumulative errors and undermine the original information from image sensors [4] . For example, as the demosaicing process smoothes the image, the information entropy of the image decreases [5] . Therefore, for computer vision applications, the configuration or even the necessity of the complete ISP pipeline needs to be reconsidered.
The optimal configuration of the ISP pipeline for different computer vision applications remains an open problem. In a recent paper, Buckler et. al. use an empirical approach to study the ISP's impact on different vision applications [6] . Extensive experiments based on eight existing vision algorithms are conducted and a minimal ISP pipeline consisting of denoise, demosaicing and gamma compression is proposed. But all the conclusions in [6] are drawn based on experimental results without detailed theoretical analysis. There are also some studies that try to bypass the traditional ISP and extract the high-level global features such as edge and local binary pattern (LBP), from Bayer pattern images [7] - [9] . Moreover, it is experimentally shown in [10] and [11] that the Bayer pattern images can be applied directly in some local feature descriptors such as scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) and speeded up robust features (SURF) with negligible performance degradation.
It is noted that all the aforementioned works are experiment based, such that the applicability of their results to other vision algorithms is unclear. In this paper, the impact of demosaicing on gradient-based feature extraction is studied. It is shown both theoretically and experimentally that the raw Bayer pattern images are applicable to the central difference gradient-based feature extraction algorithms without performance degradation, or even with superior performance in some cases. Therefore, instead of demosaicing the Bayer pattern images before gradient computation, we propose to extract gradients directly from the Bayer pattern images by taking advantage of the color difference constancy assumption, which is widely used in demosaicing algorithms.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the backgrounds, including the ISP pipeline and several gradient-based high-level vision features. Section III presents the derivation of the gradient-based feature extraction from the Bayer pattern images. Experimental results are presented in Section IV followed by the discussion in Section V and conclusion in Section VI. 
II. BACKGROUND

A. The Conventional ISP Pipeline
Shown in Fig. 1(b) is an ISP pipeline from Adobe DNG converter [12] . Although the specific algorithms and their orders may vary for different manufactures, the basic steps in Fig. 1(b) are usually covered. The details of the functionality of each step is illustrated in Table I .
B. Demosaicing
Demosaicing is a crucial step to convert a single-channel Bayer pattern image to a three-channel color image by interpolating the other two missing color components at each pixel. It has a decisive effect on the final image quality. In order to minimize the color artifacts, sophisticated demosaicing algorithms are always computation hungry.
The problem of demosaicing a Bayer pattern image has been intensively studied in the past decades and a lot of algorithms have been proposed [13] - [16] . All these algorithms can be grouped into two categories. The first category considers only the spatial correlation of the pixels and interpolates the missing color components separately using the same color channel. Although these single-channel interpolation algorithms may achieve fairly good results in the low frequency (smooth) regions, they always fail in the high-frequency regions, especially in the areas with rich texture information or along the edges [1] .
To improve the demosaicing performance, the other category of algorithms takes the nature images' high spectral interchannel correlation into account. Almost all these algorithms are based on either the color ratio constancy assumption [15] or the color difference constancy assumption [16] . According to the Lambertian non-flat surface patches model, the three color channels can be expressed as
where ρ is the reflection coefficient, − → N (x, y) is the surface's normal vector at location (x, y), − → l is the incident light vector and k ⊆ {R, G, B} indicates one of the three channels. At a 
ISP Steps Functionality Linerization
To transform the raw data into linear space.
Black Level & Flare Compensation
To compensate the noises contributed by black level current and flare.
Lens Correction
To compensate lens distortion and uneven light fall.
Demosaicking
To convert a single-channel Bayer pattern image a three-channel color image.
White Balance
To remove unrealistic color casts such that white objects are rendered white.
Color Space Transformation
To transform the camera color space to a standard color space. Noise Reduction To suppress noises introduced in preceding steps.
Sharpening To enhance the edges for clarity improvement. Color Manipulation To generate different styles of photos.
Tone-mapping
To compress the dynamic range of images while preserving the visual effect.
given pixel location, the ratio of any two color components, denoted by k and k , is given by
Suppose that objects are made up of one single material, i.e., the reflection coefficient ρ for a given channel is a constant, the ratio of ρ k (x, y) /ρ k (x, y) reduces to a constant, such that (2) can be simplified as
Equation (3) is referred to as color ratio constancy. Following the same manner, the color difference constancy assumption is given by
Note that the direction and amplitude of the incident light are assumed to be locally constant, such that the color component difference C(x, y) is also a constant within a neighborhood of (x, y) [1] . The color ratio and difference constancy assumptions are widely used in various demosaicing algorithms [17] . In practical applications, the color difference constancy assumption always is preferred due to its superior peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) performance. As will be shown, in this work, the color difference constancy can be utilized to directly extract the gradient information from the Bayer pattern images.
C. High-level Features
In the past decades, many different feature descriptors such as Harr-like features [18] , LBP [19] , SIFT [20] and histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) [21] have been proposed for object detection. In this work, we mainly focus on the central difference gradient-based feature descriptors, study their applicability on Bayer pattern images and analyze the corresponding performances. Without loss of generality, HOG and SIFT are taken as examples in the analysis and experiments. The results can be extended to other descriptors, such as SURF [22] , Color-SIFT [23] , Affine-SIFT [24] and F-HOG [25] , as long as the central difference is used for gradient computation.
SIFT is a local feature descriptor which detects key points in images. The computation of SIFT can be divided into five steps [26] as 1) Scale space construction. The scale space is approximated by the difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) pyramid, which is computed as
Here G (x, y, σ) is the Gaussian function, k is a constant multiplicative factor which is determined by the number of scales s and * denotes the convolution operator. 2) Extremum detection. To detect the local maxima and minima by comparing each pixel with its neighbors in a 3 × 3 neighbourhood among the current scale, scale above and scale below. heights of larger than 80% of the highest bar is regarded as the auxiliary directions. 5) Key point description. To construct a descriptor vector for each key point. A gradient histogram with 8 bins is created for each 16 × 16 pixel region around the key point. The key point descriptor is constructed by concatenating the histograms of a set of 4 × 4 regions around the key point. HOG is a feature descriptor initially proposed for pedestrian detection [21] . It counts the number of occurrences of gradient orientation in a detection window. The key steps of HOG feature generation are similar to steps 4 and 5 in the SIFT descriptor. The main difference is that orientation histograms in HOG are usually computed on an 8×8 cell and summarized as a global feature by a sliding window.
III. GRADIENT AND MULTISCALE MODELS FOR BAYER PATTERN IMAGES
A. Gradient Extraction from Bayer Pattern Images
Image gradient measures the change of intensity in specific directions. Mathematically, for a two-dimensional function f (x, y), the gradients can be computed by the derivatives with respect to x and y. For a digital image where x and y are discrete values, the derivatives can be approximated by finite differences.
There are different ways to define the difference of a digital image, as long as the following three conditions are satisfied: (i) zero in constant intensity area; (ii) non-zero along the ramps and (iii) nonzero at the onset of an intensity step or ramp [27] . One of the most commonly used image gradient computation is the central difference based approach as
Here I(x, y) is the intensity at location (x, y), G x and G y represent the gradients in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The computation of (6) and (7) can be implemented by the convolution of the templates in Fig. 2(a) with the images. The fundamental idea of the proposed Bayer pattern image based gradient extraction is illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . Instead of demosaicing the Bayer pattern images before difference computation as shown in Fig. 3(a) , we propose to take advantage of the color difference constancy assumption directly for gradient extraction based on Bayer pattern images. Note that by convolving the filter templates in Fig. 2 (a) directly with a Bayer pattern image, all the three conditions for a valid difference definition mentioned are satisfied. To illustrate this, let us consider the example in Fig. 4 .
As we can see, the two input pixels for coefficients 1 and -1 in the convolution templates are from the same channel, i.e., differences are always computed on homogeneous pixels. As shown in Fig. 4 , applying the convolution templates at locations (1, 2) generates
where G B and G R are the gradients of the blue and red channels, respectively. According to the color difference constancy assumption mentioned in Section II-B, if a pixel (x , y ) is in the neighborhood of pixel (x, y), we have
By moving I R (x, y) and I B (x, y) to the right and moving I G (x , y ) to the left, (10) and (11) can be rewritten as
Combining the gradient definition of (6) and (7) with (12) and (13), we have
meaning that the gradients of natural images can be computed using any one of the three channels as long as the color difference constancy holds. Combining (14) with (8) and (9), we have
Therefore, even though two color components are missing at each pixel, the gradients of location (1, 2) can be computed directly from the Bayer pattern image using the blue and red channel. The gradients of any other pixel locations can be computed in the same manner. Generally, the above conclusion can be extended to other symmetrical first-order differential operators (with alternating zero and nonzero coefficients) on any kind of Bayer pattern. Let us take the Sobel operators in Fig. 2(b) as an example. Applying the Sobel operators in Fig. 2(b) to the pixel location (1, 2) of the Bayer pattern image results
As for gradient computation using (6) and (7), differences are always computed on homogeneous pixels for Sobel-based differential operations. Moreover, according to the color difference constancy assumption, (19) and (20) can be rewritten as
where R, G and B represent the missing color components at the corresponding locations. Therefore, the Sobel-based gradients can also be extracted directly from the Bayer pattern images as long as the color difference constancy holds.
In terms of different Bayer patterns, they are merely different arrangements of the RGB pixels, while the alternating pattern of R, G and B at each row and column are preserved. For example, discarding the first column of the Bayer pattern in Fig. 4 generates the GRBG Bayer pattern. Therefore, different Bayer patterns do not have any impact on the applicability of the discussed differential operators to Bayer pattern images.
To validate the proposed Bayer pattern image-based gradient extraction, the differential operators in Fig. 2 are applied to a true color image Kodim17 from the Kodak image dataset [28] and the corresponding resampled Bayer version. The generated gradient maps are shown in Fig. 5 . For display purposes, the Bayer pattern image in Fig. 5(b) is presented as a threechannel image to illustrate its Bayer "mosaic" structure. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , the gradient maps generated from the Bayer pattern images looks almost the same as that generated from the true color version. To compare these gradient maps, two difference maps, which are the results of the gradient maps from the color image minus the corresponding gradient maps from the Bayer pattern image, are presented. As can be seen, the two difference maps are almost pure white, which means the compared gradient maps are very close to each other.
B. The Multiscale Model for Bayer Pattern Images
In SIFT, the scale-space is approximated by a DoG pyramid. The construction of the DoG pyramid can be divided into two parts: Gaussian blurring at different scales and resizing of the blurred images. Due to the special alternating pixel arrange of Bayer pattern images, directly Gaussian blur the images will destroy the "mosaic structure". This phenomenon can be illustrated using Fig. 6 . If the Bayer pattern image is directly Gaussian filtered, the resulting image (after demosaicing) looks like a "three-channel grayscale image" as shown in Fig.  6(d) , meaning that the "mosaic structure" is destroyed and the color information of the image is lost. This is conflict with the theory of scale space that the color of an object does not change with distance or size. Moreover, lost of the color information makes some of the algorithm in the SIFT family such as C-SIFT and RGB-SIFT no longer applicable. To address the above mentioned problem, the super-pixel approach as illustrated in Fig. 6 (e) is used in this work. A super-pixel is a compound pixel consisting of a complete Bayer pattern. The Bayer pattern image can therefore be regarded as a "continuous" image filling with super-pixels. Operating on the super-pixel structure preserves the Bayer pattern of the original images. Fig. 6(f) shows the Gaussian blurred image (after demosaicing) based on the super-pixel structure. As can be seen, it is close to that generated by the full color approach. Moreover, the super-pixel structure can also be used for resize when constructing the scale space. The detailed comparison results will be presented in Section IV-C.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, experimental results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Bayer pattern imagebased gradient extraction. The datasets used in the experiments are introduced first, followed by the details of the experiments setup and evaluation results.
A. Datasets
Three different datasets are used in this work. The first one is the Kodak lossless true color image suite [28] , which is [29] to bypass the entire ISP. The exported DNG format images are processed by the RawTherapee 5.5 [30] , such that they can be saved as single-channel Bayer pattern images. All positive samples among these images are well labeled following the rules in [31] . The corresponding color version of the SHTech dateset is generated by rendering the raw Bayer pattern images using the ISP pipeline presented in [12] . The third dateset used in our experiments is the INRIA pedestrian dataset, where the Bayer version is generated using the reverse ISP pipeline introduced in [6] .
B. Experiments Setup and Evaluation Criteria
1) Gradient Map and Multiscale Model:
In our experiment, the operators in Fig. 2(a) are used to extract the gradients from color images and their corresponding Bayer versions. For color images, gray scale images are generated for gradient extraction. To blur and resize the Bayer pattern images, the super-pixel structure discussed in Section III-B is utilized.
To estimate the differences among gradient maps, blued images and resized images, some image quality assessment methods are used in these experiments. Mean squared error (MSE) is the simplest and most commonly used full-reference quality metric. It is an evaluation that is computed by averaging the squared intensity differences of distorted and reference image pixels. For two given images, the MSE is given by
where W and H is the width and height of the image. The MSE can be converted to PSNR by P SN R = 10 log 10 (2 n − 1)
where n represent the pixel depth of images. For images with 8-bit pixel depth, the typical values of PSNR for lossy images are between 30 and 50 dB [32] . Structural similarity (SSIM) is also a full-reference quality metric which compares luminance, contrast, structure among two images [33] . The SSIM ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 means that the two compared images are identical. Due to the fact that SSIM is a metric for local region comparison, the mean SSIM (MSSIM) is usually used in practice. Compared with error-sensitivity-based MSE/PSNR, quality assessment using MSSIM of images is more close to human's understanding of images.
2) HOG Descriptor: The traditional HOG+support vector machine (SVM) framework proposed in [21] is used to detect pedestrians from color images and their Bayer visions. In order to evaluate the full image performance more accurately, the experimental results are presented based on per-image criteria [31] .
3) SIFT Descriptor: For the proposed Bayer pattern imagebased SIFT feature extraction, extremums are searched among a 5 × 5 neighborhood instead of 3 × 3. To validate the scale and rotation invariant property of the generated SIFT features, key points are detected from the transformed images, i.e., the resized, rotated and blurred images. These key points are matched with the ones detected from the untransformed images. The repeatability criteria introduced in [34] is used to evaluate the performance of SIFT descriptors in finding matching points. Given a pair of images, the repeatability is defined by
where n 1 and n 2 are the number of descriptors detected on the images, M (I (x 1 , y 1 ) , I (x 2 , y 2 )) is the correct matches. A pair of points I (x 1 , y 1 ) and I tran (x 2 , y 2 ) is considered matched within a t-neighborhood if
Here H is the homography matrix between the original image I and its transformed version I tran [35] .
C. Experiments Results
1) Comparison of Gradient Maps:
In this experiment, the gradient maps generated from the original color images and the corresponding Bayer versions are compared. Note that for the INRIA dataset, gamma compression is applied to the converted Bayer pattern images to adjust the contrast, while this is not needed for the other two datasets.
The comparison results of different versions of gradient maps are presented in Table III . Generally speaking, all the three evaluation criteria reveal similar trends that different versions of gradient maps are close to each other. As shown in Table III , for the Kodak dataset, the gradients generated from color as well as Bayer pattern images are almost identical, while for the other two datasets, the similarities are slightly lower. This is because for the Kodak dataset, both the color and Bayer pattern images can be regarded as "true" (a true color image dataset with Bayer version generated by subsampling), while for the SHTech dataset, color images are interpolated from Bayer pattern images using demosaicing. It is well known that extra errors will be introduced no matter how sophisticated the demosaicing algorithms is. This can be observed from the comparison results of the true color images and images generated using different demosaicing algorithms shown in Talbe II. Moreover, for the INRIA dataset, both the color and Bayer pattern images are "estimated" since the color version is interpolated and the Bayer version is reversely converted from the color version. Errors are injected in both forward and reverse ISP pipeline. Therefore, for the evaluation of the proposed Bayer pattern image-based gradient extraction pipeline, the Kodak dataset is more reliable than the other two. Note that as we mentioned, for the INRIA dataset, proper gamma compression is necessary. This can be illustrated using Fig. 7 , where three versions of HOG descriptors, i.e., HOG from the original image, HOG from the Bayer pattern image without gamma compression and HOG from the Bayer pattern image with gamma compression, are presented. As shown in Fig. 7(f) , the descriptors cannot find enough features in low contrast Bayer pattern image without gamma compression (in Fig. 7(b) ). But after adjusting the contrast by gamma compression, the HOG feature extracted from Fig. 7 (c) becomes more stable, and close to the one extracted from the original color image in Fig. 7(d) .
2) Blur and Resize: In this work, the comparison of the blur and resize results are performed in the Bayer domain to reduce the impact of the ISP pipeline. For Bayer pattern images, blur and resize are directly applied on the super-pixel structure, while for color images, a resample operation is needed after blur and resize. The Kodak dataset is used in this experiment.
Presented in Table IV are the comparison results of blur and resize. For a certain kernel, σ can be determined by the specific application or using the following equation [36] 
According to the experiment, blur and resize on Bayer pattern images using super-pixel structure generates similar results with that on color images. It can be observed from Table IV that the 7 × 7 kernel for color images approach to the 3 × 3 kernel for super-pixel Bayer pattern images. This is because a super-pixel is a collection of pixels in a Bayer pattern which may expand the smooth area. The results in Table IV reveal that the Bayer pattern image-based blur and resize generates similar results to the color image-based operations.
3) Key points matching: Fig. 8 illustrates the key point matching performance based on SIFT feature using the original color version of Kodim09 image and its resampled Bayer version. As we can see, matched points can be identified in both color and Bayer pattern image pairs, meaning that the SIFT features extracted from the Bayer pattern images are robust regardless of the rotate operation.
To evaluate the scale and rotation invariance of the SIFT descriptor, the original images and the Bayer pattern images are transformed into different versions by blurring, scaling and rotating. The repeatability among each image is evaluated using the criteria mentioned in Section IV-B. Euclidean distance is used as the distance measurement between a pair of matching pixels. The parameter t in Equation (24) is set to 3. Fig. 9 depicts the average repeatability scores for both color and Bayer version. As it can be observed, the curves in Fig. 9 are very close to each other, with the Bayer version performs slightly better in the blur experiment and slightly worth in the scale and rotate experiment. But the performance differences are almost negligible.
4) Pedestrian detection:
The HOG+SVM model is used as benchmark framework to evaluate the performance of the proposed Bayer pattern image-based gradients in object detection algorithms. Fig. 10 shows the pedestrian detection results on INRIA and SHTech datasets. As we can see, the performances of detection rate versus false positive per image are very close for different versions of images. As shown in Fig. 10(a) , HOG+SVM achieves 73.3% detection rate at 1 false positive-per image (FPPI) on Bayer version of the INRIA dataset, compared to a 71.65% detection rate at the same FPPI on the original INRIA dataset. The same is true on the SHTech dataset, while the miss rate at 1 FPPI in SHTech dataset is slightly better than that in INRIA dataset for both Bayer and color version. This is due to the difference in the number and posture of the dataset samples. Therefore, the gradients extracted directly from the Bayer pattern images are robust enough to be used in pedestrian detection algorithm, while the performance can be maintained.
V. DISCUSSION
The objective of computer vision is to obtain high-level understandings from images and videos. Traditional vision algorithms take fully rendered color images as inputs. However, in scenarios where color is not required, such as the gradient-based algorithms discussed in this paper, demosaicing is redundant. It not only costs computing time, but also wastes three times the storage space to get almost the same results. Even in some features where color information is necessary, such as integral channel features (ICF) [37] or color descriptors in SIFT family [23] , the location of demosaicing in the ISP pipeline need to be reconsidered. This is because as long as the mosaic structure is maintained, color information can be recovered whenever it is needed, through demosaicing for example. Moreover, though this paper shows that gradients extracted from Bayer pattern images are close to that from color images, the optimality of color image-based gradients extraction deserves a careful reconsideration VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, the impact of demosaicing on gradient extraction is studied and a gradient-based feature extraction pipeline based on raw Bayer pattern images is proposed. It is shown both theoretically and experimentally that the Bayer pattern images are applicable to the central difference gradientbased algorithms without performance degradation, or even with superior performance in some cases. The color difference constancy assumption, which is widely used in various demosaicing algorithms, is applied in the proposed Bayer pattern image-based gradient extraction pipeline. Experimental results show that the gradients extracted from Bayer pattern images are robust enough to be used in HOG-based pedestrian detection algorithms and SIFT-based matching algorithms. Therefore, if gradient is the only information needed in a vision algorithm, the ISP pipeline can be eliminated to reduced the computational complexity as well as power consumption of the systems.
